WATERFOWL HUNTING RULES FOR ‘HUNT HALIFAX” BY NASH BRICK COMPANY
The following are the rules and regulations of "Hunt Halifax" by Nash Brick Company ("NBC") that intended to
supplement any and all applicable State and Federal laws and regulations that you must follow.


Participants bag limit: set by State and Federal Regulation



Participants will be given a stand or blind location and Participants must remain there all times during Participants
hunt. If Participants leave Participants' assigned hunting location, Participants' hunt immediately shall end
without refund.



Participants must be quiet, stay on paths and wear Hunter Orange hat or vest going to and from Participants'
assigned hunting location. Participants shall have consideration for others that may be hunting.



Participants shall check blinds before entering.



Weapons must be unloaded at all times except when in stand or blind. Participants shall treat all weapons as if
they are loaded at all times. Participants shall know their target and what is BEHIND it. You can’t “unpull” the
trigger!



Participants may bring/hunt with their dog, but Participants are solely responsible for their own dog and shall
have their own liability insurance.



Participants may bring their own watercraft as long as Participants have liability insurance and such watercraft
does NOT have a motor.



Hunters are subject to inspection by State or Federal officials. If Participants receive a citation, Participants' hunt
immediately shall end without refund and Participants shall be banned from "Hunt Halifax" by NBC.



NBC reserves the right to end the hunt of, or refuse hunting, to any person that fails to hunt safely or follow the
rules without refund.



Participants shall remove all trash from the hunting location and bring with them.



This is an “Unguided/Trespass” Type Hunt and NBC shall not provide personal gear, hunting gear, licenses or
permits, game processing, ice, boxes or shipping of meat or other services typically provided by a guide.



Participant shall purchase all applicable licenses (by purchasing a North Carolina hunting license participant
certifies successful completed a Hunters Safety Course) and permits necessary for Participants' hunting activities
at NBC and to become familiar with and abide by all applicable State and Federal laws and regulations and any
additional rules and regulations provided by NBC.



Participants are to hunt and harvest in a manner consistent with consideration of other participants and
conservation of game for future years.



Participants have the right to shared use of the "Rustic Bunkhouse" during Participants hunting activities at NBC
at no additional charge, subject to first come, first served availability.



NBC shall not be responsible for any of Participants' personal property left in the "Rustic Bunkhouse."



Participants shall leave the "Rustic Bunkhouse" clean and orderly or pay a cleaning charge.



Participants shall be responsible for all damage to any equipment or property of NBC that Participants use during
their hunting activities at NBC and shall pay all costs associated with replacement or repair to damaged property.



Participants shall refrain from use of alcohol or drugs or being under their influence while participating in hunting
activities at NBC. Participants' failure to do so shall result in the forfeiture of Participants remaining time at NBC
without refund.

Signature______________________ Date_____________

